movable, to emerge, without a utopian sense. The mass media are a part of this process of mutations by linking, in a conciliating yet inorganic manner, some monopolical interests with changes at an institutional level, both in the private and public fields and in the global and national ones. In the middle of the crisis of the political institutions, mass media have allowed an underground and even excessive relationship to occur between politicians and mass media ("Televisión parcializada" 2002) because power shows itself visible or not through them to the people, thus defining both the existence and the democratic sensitiveness that are being implemented. The social problematic that is gaining legitimacy takes place in both images and sounds. People learn about their rights from the view of both the cases and conflicts that they observe, read, and listen to through the mass media. The political cultures are configured among news and opinion, and in comparison with consumers' own lives. Watching, reading, and listening constitute active ways of participation, though no social or political responsibility will emerge from them. For the mass media, the audience becomes a consuming but not civil profile.
The centrality that mass media presently show in the construction of politics and the viability of the democratic exercise places them in a highly strategic field. They conform a core part of the hegemonic definitions within the society, in a continuous reorganization of both politics and society, which is reflected in the way that mass media configure their communicative offers. Remarkably, what worries us is the repercussion that such mass media have on people, because they feed from these representations for recognizing themselves as members of both the political and social community in which they are involved, in one way or another. Therefore, it is important to examine the role of radio broadcasting in this perspective.
At present, we are witnessing some complex formative processes, in which both mass media and social destiny converge. The politics and the culture are mediated by the mass media in a significant manner (Martín-Barbero 1998) . For example, the diverse segmentation of both audiences and programming has to deal with the new rearrangements that are being yielded and that are based not only on social differences but on different and associated lifestyles. A hybridization and a mixture of genders gathers and influences over the changes in the political culture, thus reducing the weight of hard formats of journalism and tending to blur the boundaries between one sphere and the other, as well as between both competencies and pertinences of mass media, genders, disciplines, and the manners of achieving happiness and welfare. Other political narratives emerge, with weight given to dramatization, humor, and testimonies, highly tinged by showiness.
The school and other institutions, such as political parties, whose task, assigned by the democratic modernity, was to shape citizens, have tended to collapse. The politics linked to the show and the image has destabilized their articulation in the debate. Citizens turn to mass media as a way to reconstruct their public importance, yet they have not defined a political option or the use of their own words. Nations, as a community, have become a romantic argument of nationalism, thus lacking an emancipating sense, or a resource of collective pacification in times of political crisis, or a motivation for rebelliousness, according to the interests involved. Daily life goes on in the personal problems and experiences of each citizen and his or her own local environment, while observing, scarcely understanding that there is a complex world of problematic, technological seductions and personal interests that will release him or her from other communities, imagining a world citizenship that remains latent and distant from our Latin American countries.
At the same time, some civil movements and street protests emerge on behalf of democracy and human rights, and especially social demands in the presence of an uncertain future. These configure a critical relationship with the authorities but have not become politically organized enough to influence, neither have they maintained a dialogue with the average citizen in a purposeful manner. What then is the new role of mass media, and especially of radio broadcasting, in this setting? Is it only to give voice to complaints? How do we rearrange our passion for democracy-by transforming it into a source of strength, and not into a mere resource of momentary mobilization? How do we unite a sense of justice with participation? How do we make the social links and the new notions of community, which will emancipate and free the individual, work together-by learning to live in solidarity? Should not radio broadcasting play a role of "weaver" of reflections and certainties, of organization of doubts, of redefinition of what politics should be, of an interchange of words that will configure new communities of interpretation and influence?
Unfortunately, its role is merely to portray reality, which is still important but relative. To influence politics and to contribute in shaping citizens presupposes thinking about the reorganization of one's country and of other countries. Therefore, preaching and impassioned criticism become useless, as do dreams. The matter has to do with an approach to conversation from an everyday perspective and the experience of listening to the radio. But mass media, particularly radio broadcasting, are not responding to these processes of change, nor to civil claims-blurred but existent-that it is possible to exercise a citizenship and rebuild each existing community with the support of mass media. As a principle, when listening to the radio, we certainly lose attention; however, a relationship between the individual, the space, and daily life is achieved. In this sense, it is not so certain that radio broadcasting is merely music or deep words but that it works an "in continuum" interaction between these elements by suggesting accompaniments and interpenetrations. Both objectivity and subjectivity are conjugated, because what is listened to in a home or in other places is used and interpreted, as well as thought of, imagined, and felt. The emotion comes out and in, goes through spaces, follows our traces. The reception ceases to be just a show to be watched and becomes a vital and everyday experience that is enjoyed and compensated. There is no silence anymore but an encounter with oneself and others, which is a key part of our culture. The private world becomes less hostile, and the radio is a faithful testimony that we are not alone, that we actually are part of a wider community. Although it is an aesthetic experience that may generate calmness or preoccupation, confidence or suspicion, sadness or happiness, strength or weakness, it should also generate ethical impulses. In this respect, what matters most is not content but the impressions that are shared with the audience when discussing public affairs.
The Oral Basis of Mass Media Culture in Radio Broadcasting
Radio broadcasting in Peru launched mass communication by the beginning of the 1930s, when an incipient industrialization settled in several of our countries, which were requiring higher social and cultural articulations. The written language had been traditionally distant from the large populations of the Andes region, who still perceive it as a functional rather than an expressive idiom, despite teaching of the alphabet and education carried out by the government and public and private schools. This is different from what happened in other countries, such as Argentina, where pamphlets pushed popular culture into the mass media. In Peru, radio broadcasting was the unique original mass medium, which permitted a cultural change with no precedents. In this sense, it became the most attainable mass medium for several years, not only from the growth of its consumption, but because it allowed people to reassociate themselves with others without losing their own reference, that is, what we could call an intercultural dialogue between differentiated social classes. Thus, those were times of a construction of a mass culture that connected mass media promoters, professionals, and audiences within a framework capable of containing different interests yet conducted by broadcasters. It was the introduction of popular culture into mass media interests, modified by the initiative and the management of the radio. And it could develop, as we will later see, into melodrama, sports, and music topics rather than in the conversation of public matters, in the presence of the overwhelming strength of informative character. Such culture would later mobilize from the oral to the audiovisual language. 1 
Diversity of Radio Models
Unlike other mass media, radio was not and still is not a homogeneous offering, and tends to keep a multiplicity of disparities. The number of radio stations will not stop growing. These become of a rather national, regional, local, or even community path. There is a chain of national radio stations, and others are large private stations. Some of them focus on music, whereas others have an emphasis on news broadcasting. Some combine genders, and many of them belong to individual, commercial, church, and nonprofit institutional owners. The funding usually combines national products with local services and institutional contributions from the location itself, or it comes from international cooperation. The segmenting of audiences is also evident. There are radio stations and programs for women, ethnic communities, urban youngsters from diverse social sectors, territorial populations, religious populations, urban popular sectors, ethnic groups, and so forth. The institutional economical solidity is also heterogeneous and shows great inequality. However, on the whole, one can appreciate the methods of producing radio and of becoming acquainted with audiences, accomplished by organizing differentiated communication styles. The components that will allow us to define such models are the following: the type of product to be advertised and the manner of doing it; the music utilized and its mixing, specialization, or variations; the diction used and its relationship with the words, the show, and the news; the representations assumed in the contents and the radio aesthetics utilized; the systems of relationship and socialization involved in other cultural activities, such as parties, sales of CDs or cassettes, traditional tourist or cultural events, and so forth. Such models tend to vary, becoming adapted to the mass media market and to the cultural changes that the country experiences (Alfaro 1989 ). In the 1980s, for instance, we could observe the emergence of some radio stations, so-called cassette, mass-media, local, urban-popular, and Andean-provincial (Alfaro 1994) . Likewise, during the 1990s, we defined spoken, musical, and mixed radio stations, which were culturally organized into urban-migrant, young-modern, wide-spectrum musical, urban-popular, and so forth. Nevertheless, in all cases, the word that is emphasized is the festive and cheerful one, the announcing and introductory one, which motivates joy, consumption, and encounters; or the news linked to a formal and authoritarian vision of the informative topics; or the exciting soccer narration, with no signs of a defined word throughout the conversation and even less reference to public matters.
Dramatization and Music as Links to Popular Latin American Culture
From the 1940s on, the concept introduced as radionovela (radio-novel) or radio theatre gains popularity. It is performers' voices reproducing life and its conflicts through acting. A radionovela has three lives: in the story told, in the story acted, and in the story lived by the audience. Thus, it becomes a kind of emulation of rebirth, especially at the level of suffering in search of happiness. The story elapses in the dialogue between persons in their private world and in the confusing social problems that are experienced. The melodramatic narrative is popularized by the radio, from which it is later retaken and remodeled by television. It is a sort of theatrical story, with Latin American cultural dimensions, that takes surprising turns. It is probably the moment in which radio turns out to be a rather simple cultural industry of interchange of stories and scripts, with Cuba and Argentina being their main leaders. There was a time when they were sold by packages and weight. It is the people's life and problems seen through specific cases that many of them experience. It is social drama linked to personal affect. It is a social parade of daily human conflicts centered on love. It is the tangling of society with cultural identities and private personal experiences that permits the representation and the recognition of themselves. This cultural-communicative force was linked to the movie industry, especially that of Mexico, which permitted a circulation of "ranchera" music in both radio and movies, legitimating the melodrama as a Latin American product on the radio and the surrounding mass media, later migrating to television (Quiroz 1993) .
However, the melodrama is also the victimization of women and the poor in a project to save them, emblematic of the love pact between the classes to "go forward" together but not mixed (savior and victim). Thus, the expression of the human pains of the sufferers is legitimated, and a close relationship between social identities and their problems is configured. It is probably the events experienced and the public protests that give this radio genre a communicative value, popular but not exactly civil. It is clearly a view of the poor and the other social classes from the eyes of an emergent bourgeoisie. It is the cultural project of big promoters, gathered from the massive subjectivity, but lacking a new social or political project that will sustain it. It is a proposal of connection with popular culture rather than a social compromise for a change. But for the people, the drama of the recognition of their own cultural identity is presented on the radio (Martín-Barbero and Muñoz 1992), something many alternative options could not accomplish. Soon, however, it is dethroned from the radio and migrates to television as a telenovela.
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Music also played an important role in the culture of our countries. It established itself on the radio, in the expression of our traditions and mixtures, as well as in the prolific interchange among Latin American musical expressions. People migrating to the cities find it is a support to them in their change of life by alleviating nostalgic feelings for the country. Likewise, it played a key role in the production of new musical styles that circulated from the urban setting into the rural settings, later returning to the city. This enabled the entrance to a mass-media musical market, in some cases melodramatic, by music such as the bolero or, showing a more erotic boldness, the salsa and some rock groups marked by their gyrating rhythms. It gave legitimacy to a wide musical variety, including the search for a varied musical programming as a radio asset. For example, both women and popular sectors tend to eclectic types of music, whereas males and high social classes tend to specialization, with a certain dose of intolerance. Therefore, although the processes of cultural definition and construction have not always followed the expected paths, both multiplicity and plurality have become validated through the radio. All are aware of this inherent relationship between music and radio. Each is associated with the other. Both cultural production and musical consumption pass through this mass medium, not only in their grammatical functions but also in their support of the construction of styles in programming; moreover, the radio itself becomes an object and a subject of radio identity. Music tells about a person and his or her peers, as well as permits the construction of differences between bodies that look for and please one another.
The radio has permitted coexistences and labyrinths to happen between tradition and modernity into a complex dynamic of mutual influences. 2 Perhaps it is the medium that has least opposed such polarities, especially in educative broadcasting stations. It has promoted some appropriations and encounters of other musical varieties, and a further identification with them, even before globalization. In that sense, the medium has been managed in the field of flexibility. It has encouraged openings toward other cultures, and audiences have enjoyed both local and regional music, as well as music from other regions of Latin America and the world. But it would also have been stimulating to promote creativity in, and not just repetition of, the traditional local music that is preserved on the radio, though some overflows of change have now emerged and crossed the boundaries.
In other words, both dialogue and intercommunication have circulated due to the process of certifying the radionovela, music played by disc jockeys, and sports narration full of national enthusiasm, which became adapted to the cultural characteristics of our people and the cultural changes experienced. It was not the civil dissertation or discussion about public items, fields without genders or specific formats and that did not have a development or popular inveteracy. Music replaced speech. Audiences did not become protagonists of news within the medium; instead, they got involved in the generation of styles and modes of communication that would later become determinative for television and the incipient cultural industries that are being developed in our countries.
The Lack of Popularity of a Formal Word and the Difficulty of Public Conversation
Given the orality to which radio lends itself and its connection with fluent conversation, understood as social and human discussion, it was supposed that radio would permit a development in encounters among diverse members of a society, thus forming feelings of local and national community. Unfortunately, radio never developed such that it became a medium for all or embraced conversation. Since the 1940s, radio has been connected to a locution that focused on the announcers, making what was said official with a formal and unctuous tone that was legitimated as a determinative enunciation, without a dialogued interchange. The spoken word also became connected to a presentation of performers and characters linked to the world of showbiz. The listener's live communication in informal and impassioned conversation about both private and public topics was restricted until today, except in a few programs of humorous improvisation. The emotive and spontaneous character of speech was excluded, except in the case of sports reporting, where narrators could refind themselves with their audience, though without its actual participation. The conversation took place outside the medium yet lacked motivation and illustration enough to influence the political culture of the people. It could not become a constant exercise of contrasting of ideas, of the search of different alternatives for analyzing the phenomena that touch us, of recognition of others as valid interpreters. To converse means to listen to, to keep silent, to receive one's word, to be interrupted. (Rey 1998) We have not come that far yet.
A formally perfect vocalization, a respect for the language in its written matrix, a stimulation of the voice solemnized in its low and controlled tones, a politeness in the formulas of addressing the audience, and an indifference with respect to debate by associating it with a low-level fight were some of the aspects that built an appearance of culture and generated an unsaved distance between audiences and the radio with respect to the spoken word. In many cases, it can be verified; nevertheless, there exists a certain neighborliness between the formal word of the newscast or the presenter and a number of popular leaders of social organizations or Alfaro / Radio in Peru 283 movements who show authoritarian features. If we add to this the lack of political sense of the medium or of journalism and its submission to the current government, as traditional behaviors exercised by many radio stations, we will understand why there were no connections with civil conversation of a public impact. In the last two decades, radio has collected, through interviews, popular speech from the audience, yet interwoven with a subordinate relationship, without dialogue. It has been a succession of monologues by the journalist of what people say via testimonies, of the authorities, without obtaining an interchange of "taking care of one another," in order to question or arrive at a certain consensus. It is rather a superposition of words, each one on its line and with its own sense, an entrance that shows the different points of view, their agreements and disagreements, but lacks a manifested process for achieving them through the expression of dialogue. That is, there is a plurality without pluralism. Therefore, argument does not enter into the medium; it is only simulated in moments of confronting the authorities, further cementing the image of debate as a fight and making it difficult to imagine a discussion with mutual learning and an arrival at agreements or an accurate understanding of both sides' views.
Within this absence of conversation, debate did not take place-even less, significant civil participation-with some exceptions. The formation of a deliberative culture was not a feasible reality from the radio perspective. Television did not develop it either. There are obviously some socialcultural explanations that show us that such deficiency comes from the deep existing inequalities within our societies, and from the discriminations that generate subvaluations, impossible to overcome simply by setting up meetings between the disputants. Our political culture looked for silence or hypocrisy as a strategy for surviving in the presence of power.
Passing unnoticed and rushing through massive protest are situations in which dialogue is nearly impossible. Radio could not discover that national weakness, neither could it commit itself to rise above such political and cultural deficiency. But at the same time, the poor deliberation implemented these days is reasonably argumentative, without taking into account that sensitivities and emotions are at the base of the opinions, which can only lead experts to listen and imagine a roundtable of leaders. But as the offer always shapes the demand, neither was public conversation legitimated as a subjective need by citizens.
The emphasis of radio journalistic projects was on the news, not on controversial opinion. The longest winded problems that would facilitate discussion were omitted; thus, the allocation of agenda topics was avoided. And if the events narrated are descriptive, then any possible commentary is reduced to an emotive reaction of scandal, indignation, or applause, but not exactly of reflexive debate. Thus, the citizen's public word has become belied on the radio; it is displaced. This is especially noticeable in the case of the young, who hate commentary within the musical genre, because the speech becomes constantly trivialized, so they scorn the informative radio offering. As for politicians, their word is believed to be merely a lie. Audiences continuously manifest their discontent. The interruption of music by publicity or other propaganda, the lack of personality of certain news presenters, the pedantry or intransigence by others, and the incapacity to prove or suggest images describe a radio broadcasting disparaged and selfscorned when faced with conversation, except in the sports field, whose oral speech still challenges the value of images because of its narrative rituals and the emotions it is capable of articulating. In general, the medium has lost the opportunity to invoke the social gathering; it actually avoids or reduces it, since the word itself is identified with boredom. The fresh and spontaneous participation that radio can sometimes generate becomes a mere exotic feature, or a resource for gaining and testing the audience. Radio commentary is less and less argued, it is a medium for the poor and elderly people, it does not have a critical or reflexive outcome, and even less propositive, it is loaded with sympathies, sometimes forced, that encourage the expression of opinion but not an argued debate or a supported position. It is not at all a meeting place for forging popular culture.
Political Dependencies in the Information Age: No Willingness to Create a Public Sphere
To assume a deliberative line, a sense of political independence is required, and at the same time, a calling for an enlightened public protagonist role before (1) the citizen and (2) those in authority. For our radio stations, the citizen holds the last place of importance regarding politics; it is more advisable to flatter or oppose the current authorities. It is because of this that educational lines become so weakened before the audience. In Latin American countries, the information needs to be pedagogical and highly enjoyable so that citizens will become motivated and receive both information and argument enough to allow them to exercise their right to freedom of opinion. The general tendency marks a rather sentimental treatment of politics; the search is for a world that works at the levels of agreement and disagreement-not at the levels of listening and discussing arguments, information, and feelings about the situation experienced and its outcomes.
A first dependency was generated around a "nonpolitical" radio, one that was not asked to take a position or to be a counterweight in the construction of power, one that instead felt it convenient to agree with the current government. Such a situation varied in the 1990s in some radio
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stations, despite that many of them entered into a corrupted system by accepting prebends to defend the regime. Three alternatives were generated:
• Radio stations that opted not to enter into the political field, maintaining their neutrality, because they did not assume the news genre or because their role was merely to announce events without an informative development or opinion • Radio stations that defended the regime by using all the possible tools: manipulating news programs, special programs dedicated to slanting political comments, constant propaganda about the government's achievements, and use of humor to shift opinion with a lighter approach • Radio stations that became a part of the antidictatorial movement by using news programs, opinion approaches, public discussion with various political opponents, analysis of history, reports, and so forth; this last case did approach the public conversation but focused more on institutions and political parties, without necessarily assuming an educative and civil debate.
The next dependency was that of the written press, and in recent times, of television, which has become an instantaneous medium, becoming competitive with radio broadcasting. Television snatched both the protagonistic role and creativity from radio. And as television was and is still politically partial, people submitted to its leadership. Many radio stations still read news from the newspapers, subjugating themselves to their line of opinion, even more in these moments of economical recession; other stations use cable channels or television news from the previous night. An original strategy has not been worked out yet; it could be the opinion conversation, but this neither was nor is the present formative route of general radio programs. Therefore, the political craft becomes weak, and when assumed, it is because there is a specific interest; in fact, the political line is rather overstepped, thus losing its independence and the use of freedom of expression by its own will, both in national and local radio stations. Thus, the very idea of forming a public sphere by searching for what is held in common through the medium is not possible, because both the production and the political position already described will not permit it-even less if there is a lack of willingness. Moreover, the dispersion of existing rural radio media does not permit a sufficient articulation, unless there is a strong relationship between broadcasters and their audiences, assuming them as civil communities to which we should reach and with which we should build a commonality, local or particular, in a strong and consistent manner, to hold sway over nationality. It is not merely a concept to be understood but a communicative search with the aim of forming a political community of citizens who are in constant conversation with those in authority. Radio broadcasting nets, both through national private chains or by agreements of educative and alternative stations, still stay in the shared information stage, and not in the political force to be installed as a public discussion. Obviously, the force of news is a productive matrix, not easily swayed by the deliberative art, to the installation of a public conversation that will establish communicative relationships with the authorities. Those in government are interviewed, only to be criticized later rather than called on to help establish a discussion and search for agreement. The radio can be a lobbying space, but few people use it as such. Therefore, the possibility of establishing a dialogue between citizens and authorities is a productive mechanism of symbolic representation or public presence rather than of the establishment of a dialogue for achieving agreements, disagreements, and mutual commitments.
Information and Political Culture Adrift, Loss of Hegemony and Credibility in Radio when Challenged by Visual Images
In many countries, radio has lost strength in the information age at different levels. This is not only because fewer and fewer radio stations enter this arena, but because they tend to freeze themselves in news programs. Television obtains instantaneous news in a better way. The diversification of sources is better shown on other media, given the inequalities of economical investment. Television images sneak in, thus giving an excessive importance to the reporting from the very place of the events. They have disentangled themselves from the original editorial position, from the critic of the government, and from contact with people on the street. The creativity in the innovation of formats leaves much to desire. That is, they lost their energy, because it is well known that information has nothing to do with either knowledge or wisdom, even less with culture; it cautiously maintains itself behind the shadows.
But overall, the number of discouraged listeners grows more and more; they have definitively migrated to television, whose morning programs are consumed as if they were radio ones, while people prepare themselves for the day. The fascination for the image has much to do with it, but also does the deterioration of radio. Credibility is found less and less on the radio, given its political eradication. In many countries, a demand for critical and truthful journalism is growing, one that will criticize the government and gather the discontent to demand changes, a charge not always led by this medium. A new situation has emerged out of the crisis of political institutionality; the mass media are gaining more public functions, more articulation with democracy and against the abuse of power, and they are called on to help defend rights. And in the case of radio, instead of being a tribune of democracy and a source of new political cultures, it has become reduced to its news-spreading function. Hope remains in the networks of dialogue, the alternative agencies designed and developed for radio. Will they know how to satisfy the very complex exigencies in the forthcoming times? Will they be able to change the journalistic models? Will they be able to increase their audiences in political valuations? Will they produce conversation habits?
Radio is not creating a public agenda in many places. It concentrates on ever-changing news; it does not have the capacity to spin events. It does not help the common citizen think about himself or herself as a public subject with information, opinions, or options. It maintains a present disconnection between these three levels. The radio in Peru, faced with the megamedium of the news, which reaches everywhere, would seem to be losing audiences at the information level, being a less-consumed medium in this genre. This would affect its function of civil political education, as well as its impact over the political scenario. The data gathered from a survey carried out in Peru's capital city are relevant to this respect (Calandria 1997) . A large sector affirms not to listen to news programs, yet some listen to them once in a while. This configures a high percentage who have moved away from the medium of radio. Another sector constitutes a rather continuous audience, mostly during the mornings (see Table 1 ). I also noticed that the relationship between news and image is becoming more decided by citizens' consumption habits.
Along those same lines, it is important to revive the local radio experience, rural as well as urban. Local issues are subjected to fragmentation but also facilitate the visibility of interests and joint actions. We cannot believe that from microlearning one automatically arrives at macrolearning. There are proofs of how this organizational popular participation has not always generated firm positions when confronted with national problems, even worse when confronted with international ones. It has rather to do with articulating local issues, and not only on the local level: from that small world, we should observe and emphasize the interweaving bonds it shares with bigger powers and the more general problems, establishing, from a private perspective, relationships with the greater public and thus evidencing their interaction.
On some quantitative research projects that are currently being carried out, I have noticed a gradual decline of the sound image compared with the audiovisual one, in terms of informative credibility. In the general population, according to the aforementioned survey, all media generate different levels of doubt. But when people are inquired in a direct manner about media, they confess to believe more in television, whereas both radio and the written press share a lower credibility. The reasons given are that radio announcers do not tell the truth, or they deform it (they exaggerate, tell only one side, contradict themselves, are without objectivity). Thus, the matter has to do with an ethical perspective of mass media in general. Television is recognized in a positive aspect: it informs what is happening and it is aware of what is occurring; in other words, "They give and are in the news." This statement emphasizes its testimonial value and the qualities of television language, whereas the qualities of radio are not noted with respect to the language of the medium itself but reference both its professionalism and its informative seriousness. All of this indicates that radio has lost its instantaneous capacity and news influence to television, and now it trivially imitates it. As for criticism, people believe that the media should exercise a critical function with respect to the government and leaders in general, as is shown in a subsequent national survey (73.1%; Calandria 1998a). When people are questioned about the role of the different mass media in the task of critiquing, the score of the radio becomes the lowest. That is, if we consider this mass media function to be part of the critical perspective that any emancipated and involved citizen should have, we cannot expect them to find this possibility in radio. This reveals not only a certain dissatisfaction with respect to criticism on the radio, but also that there would be a capacity by the population to accept an informative critical position together with the truth, one quality not affecting the other. But radio would not know how to appropriate this civil advance. It would not connect with most of the population, who actually prefer a medium that will denounce and open an independent opinion. Here, debate is possible. As for the defense of human rights, the profile of radio is very low, as you can observe in another answer of the same survey, which demonstrates a certain discontent between the medium and the transformations that are occurring in the political culture of the people.
Likewise, when asked to name the journalists with the most credibility, people most often cited journalists on television. Of the twenty most cited, Alfaro / Radio in Peru 289 only three belonged to radio, and one to the written press. The first radio journalist cited held 1.1 percent of the votes, whereas the first from television held 33.3 percent. The question is now formulated: Has radio ceased to be a medium with informative veracity? Is television generating personalized relationships of a one-on-one type? Where is its credibility migrating? How can it then reorient its commitment with democracy and civil education? Is it being punished for evading the conversation?
Radio and Civil Participation without a Public Sphere
Obviously, the democratic institutions did not promote or organize a wide and plural civil participation in the history of Peru. The mass media were guided by this pattern but did give certain opportunities of public presence to common people, although these were quite limited. The exercise of the government tends to be associated with hidden powers, leaning toward concentration and centralization on behalf of governing. In mass media, the general population emerges through testimonies, street surveys, publication of opinion surveys, and open-telephone monologues. Visibility is given only to power players in certain events. Every common individual is sentenced to anonymity in terms of politics and power. The representative democracy is more established than the direct or participating one. As a result, the national environment, more and more connected to the global world, becomes almost inaccessible and scarcely changeable. Civil opinion in this context is just a relative referent. Even the answer to the question "Why participate?" is not clear ("Participacion para qué" 1988) .
In this spirit, citizens channel their expectations for participation toward the mass media and the world of images, and the representations that are made there about society and its authorities, who can be heard and seen. They attempt to recover for themselves what both government institutions and the political parties could not achieve. Mass media would thus constitute a unique public space, of which government leaders are afraid. And it is in the media where today it is possible to exercise a civil participation, as is demonstrated by another study carried out by Calandria (1998b) . However, there are no signs that this is happening.
Radio is the mass medium most outstanding for participation, compared with television and the written press, which are better at the informative level. Through oral radio participation, people express what they live, feel, and think; they make visible and audible their will to influence change. In Latin America, radio programming usually opens the microphone in a wider manner than does the television. The latter is structured by exercising great political and restrictive care respecting specific, but not public, interests; its value lays more in the information of the political scene and not exactly in the citizens' and neighbors' voices. But the relationship between voice and plural participation is performed better by Peruvian radio, not solely by a format or an exclusive gender. As a medium, its nature is basically framed in the dialogue, though it is simulated and scarcely practiced. The popular, alternative, and educative radio stations were able to legitimate the importance of such participation at both the political and social levels. This scenario was assisted by advances in the telephone system, by its easy and cheap access, and by the realization of direct interviews with the audience. But deliberation itself has not yet occurred. Due to this, radio participation is associated with group or individual complaints, with the expression of collective indignation and violence, with the grievance that makes the audience victims rather than citizens with rights. It configured public conversations but did not do it.
A little less than half of the population indicate that they would be interested in participating in the mass media (46.7 percent). Most of them are familiar with them, especially with the telephone calls (65 percent), letters (19.9 percent; Calandria 1998a, 24-25) , contests, and personal interviews. They recognize that some of them are objective, but others are not. There is a relationship with the medium, but not among the citizens. My hypothesis is that the audience and the radio producers do not distinguish between a superposition of monologues and an authentic conversation or the development of a debate. The stereotype is based on a very simplified participation, understood only as access.
The national research carried out by Calandria allows us to verify how radio still plays a key role in local environments, whereas it is losing weight at a national level (see Tables 2 through 5 ). Although radio could be everywhere, the tendency is for it to specialize in talking to the majority of the citizens of local spaces, whereas, at a national (and international) level, it tends to reduce in importance compared with television. It is as if an informative overload were being communicated at the district level, where many sources and different versions of the same local reality coexist, where the network of political power is better perceived, and where individual citizens are fundamental. It is a real challenge for radio, which adheres to the great task of promoting a civil education. From these spaces, and influencing others, the citizen can build himself or herself as a critical and responsible, emancipated and committed individual.
The difficulty would arise in the incapacity to build a "we," which is obviously more likely to happen in the course of conversation and debate, a route that is scarcely taken at the local level. The big question here is why the step cannot be taken, even in this space so close to the people. In the first place, the prevalence of the television model marks both the consumption and the offer of all the media. And new attempts for a radio professionalization, though faked, link professionalism to ownership of the word written by the journalist or uttered by the speaker. The conversation supposes other capacities, so they would be at the risk of losing leadership. Basically, this phenomenon is explained by a society whose media, engaged to power, do not intend to define the public life from the perspective of the creation of a collective "we." They have rather encouraged both difference and exclusion, where an equitable conversation is not possible, and even less a public sphere defined by public debate. Therefore, the notion of a public sphere explained by great authors 3 does not coincide with our own reality and our impending future. We have constitutive difficulties creating common interest, even in close media such as radio. nature, it should be a great democratic forum, where participation leads to making decisions and obligating policymakers to confront citizens. This redefinition should be located in a new political project of a civil empowering and a compulsory search by civil society of an open dialogue between Peruvians and Latin Americans, with the aim of soothing the existing inequities. Democracy is not only a governing system but a practice of solidarity and encounters to define our requirements together, educating us politically within an ethical coexistence. It is participation but also justice, freedom, responsibility, individuality, and community.
Polemics, critics, and proposals all would be threads of a new political commitment for generating such agreements. We should help to weave a democratic axiomatic capital as a forge of a political culture of freedom and social responsibility, of autonomy and solidarity, and of harmonic and interinfluencing relationships between individuals and the group. Thus, democracy should be lived or loved, with a responsible vow, and even beyond that. The connection between radio and political institutionality will be another complex challenge in such a personalized medium, where the topics tend to become submitted by the images or speeches of the boldest and most secure ones. And from this perspective, radio should rethink itself as a forger of communities of interpretation, by its affinity for both sensitivities and valuations, not only in problems but through a definition of alliances between one another. It is radio's task to generate emancipation and impassioned educational processes by giving back to the exercise of political power the hope to build a society at the level of its citizens, who are growing and progressing in community. These changes are possible within a network of radio conversations with new formats (by the way, the Spanish radio tertulias are quite interesting) and with an ethical spirit that is being built day by day. We need to make some adjustments in the medium itself, such as:
• articulation among news, opinion, and education • a dialogue between opinion-emotion and rational argumentation • individual enrichment, which motivates a collective interaction • motivation for conforming ethical and interpretation communities • plurality and debate allowing elaboration of assents and respect to the dissents • communication and democratic society: commitment with the institutions and their development • each medium turned to democracy and toward a common agenda • toward a better civil articulation between offer and demand • renovation of radio language through participation and creativity, for a wide and concrete civil education Alfaro / Radio in Peru 295
